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STORY TELLING AND HUMOR 
 

(Adapted from Rick Griffith, Homiletics Manual, Singapore Bible College, 11
th
 Edition) 

 

 A pastor of stern countenance began his sermon by saying solemnly, “I am not 

here to entertain you with a lot of interesting stories; I am here to preach the Word of 

God.”  He proved to be prophetic.  He was neither entertaining nor interesting.  As a 

matter of fact, he was quite dull. 

 

 In vilifying the use of stories and illustrations in preaching, he was unwittingly 

criticizing a style (what we call parables) used most frequently by a well known preacher 

of the first century.  He told stories about families, farmers and financiers.  Some of them 

are quite humorous while others are rather sad. 

 

 From that Galilean preacher, we learn that using illustrations from the pulpit is an  

art to be learned. The most effective preachers are those who can communicate truth with 

a well-chosen story.  However, there needs to be a word of caution - nothing suffers from 

more abuse than the pulpit story.  Certain kinds of stories should be avoided (take this 

with a pinch of salt). 

 

1. The  EMBELLISHED  Story   
 

Here the speaker wastes precious minutes giving a lot of irrelevant details 

and never seem to get to the point.  And if he does it is lost in the mass of 

unrelated details.  He is usually one who complains about not enough time 

to preach. 

 

 2.   The  SUPERFLUOUS  Story   
 

 This usually occurs when the preacher has just head a really good story  

 and can’t wait to spring it on his congregation.  So somewhere during the  

 message, he makes a herculean effort to apply it, saying “that reminds me  

 of a story”. 

 

3.   The  EGOCENTRIC  Story   
 

Here the preacher sees himself as a spiritual superstar.  His illustrations  

are usually first-person accounts about his many spiritual triumphs.  Like  

Perry Mason, however, he never loses.  It is not wrong to use the first- 

person incidents as illustrations.  They can be quite helpful but the speaker  

must resist the temptation to become the hero every time.   

 

 4.   The  SPECIOUS  Story 
 

 There is nothing wrong with fictitious story --- so long as they are not  

 presented as actual experiences.  Nothing will destroy the confidence in a  

 minister as quickly as hearing fiction presented as fact.  
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 5.   The  MANIPULATIVE  Story 
 

 This is where the speaker manipulates the emotions of the audience to  

 obtain certain results.  Sometimes referred to as “tear jerkers”, the tales  

 can be used for such diverse purposes as obtaining decisions for Christ or  

raising funds.  A moving story is not always an indication of the moving 

of the Spirit. 

 

Here is a suggested checklist for the pulpit story-teller : 

 

1. Is the story  RELEVANT  to the point? 

2. Does the story contain  UNNECESSARY  details? 

3. Will the story  CONTRIBUTE  to the overall quality and clarity of the message? 

4. What is the  MOTIVE  in telling the story? 

 

We need to think twice before saying, “that reminds me of a story.” 
 

 

How to Give Good Illustrations 

 

A. Draw illustrations from the  LISTENER’S  world --- not yours! 
 

B. GET   your sermon outline done early enough in the week to be able to find 

good and fitting illustrations. 
 

C. VARY  the type of sermon illustration used.  Variety is key! 
 

                 Hardly used        Sometimes used         Often used 

 

 * Humor         * Historical incident  * Statistic 

 * Nursery rhyme      * Definition                      * Scientific data 

 * Bible story            * Quotation                       * Poem 

 * Visualization       * Hymn                             * Overused story 

       (Use of objects)                       

 * Emotional story       * Newspaper story           * Anecdote 

  * Personal story  

    (which is true, modest, and  

     does not violate a confidence) 

 

D. Don’t tell stories ---  RELIVE  them!  Be dramatic! 
 

 E.    Sources for Good Storytelling 
 

1. Barrett, Ethel.  Storytelling --- It’s Easy! Los Angeles: Cowman Pub.,  

   Inc., 1960.  Here’s a genuinely funny woman’s practical advice. 
 

2.   Grant, Reg and Reed, John.  Telling Stories to Touch the  Heart: How to  

   Use Stories to Communicate God’s Truth. Wheaton: Victor, 1990.   
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Why is Humor so Important?  (Adapted from Ken Davis, Secrets to Dynamic Communication:   

                             Preparing and Delivering Powerful Speeches, Grand Rapids:  Zondervan, 1991, 117-22). 

 

 

1. Humor often  SOFTENS  the heart (it builds rapport with the audience   

 - it breaks down barriers between speaker and listener) 

 

2.   Humor  BENEFITS  the mind and body 

 

3.   Humor lets the audience  TALK  back  -  a laugh, nod or chuckle  

        transforms a benchwarmer into a participant 

 

4. Humor provides instant  FEEDBACK  – it lets you know whether you are     

  communicating 

 

5.   Humor gets the listener’s  ATTENTION 

 

6.   Humor entertains listeners to keep their  INTEREST 

 

7. Humor typically catches people by  SURPRISE 

 

8.   Nearly everyone enjoys humor --- it is truly UNIVERSAL 

 

9.   Someone defined humor as   “a gentle way to acknowledge human frailty.”      

                  Put another way, humor is a way of saying, “I’m not okay and you’re     

                   not okay, but that’s okay, he loves us anyway!” (Davis, 117). 

 
How to Be Funny 

 

 1.  Start with  LOW RISK  humor. 

 

        a)   High-risk humor can embarrass you if it is not considered funny. 
 

(1) Comedy (an obvious joke) demands a response from the audience. 
 

(2) Ridiculous exaggeration is very visual and less cerebral. 

 

             b)   Low-risk humor is better for  BEGINNERS  and comes in two types: 
 

(1) Some jokes are so good that they never fail. 
 

(2) Other true stories or illustrations come from simple truth --- even if 

the audience doesn’t laugh, the truth still remains. 

 

 2.  Work on  FACIAL  expressions and body language. 

 

 3.  Work on  EYE  contact --- make sure you’re looking at the people! 
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 4.   Be  YOURSELF  -  if it feels like you are overdoing it, tone it down. 

 

 5.   Never wait for  LAUGHTER  -  if it doesn’t come, just continue on. 

 

6. Types of  humor to  AVOID  include those which make others look bad:  

      other ethnic groups, politicians and other persons of authority (e.g.  

      pastors). 

 

7.  If you know a church which does not  APPRECIATE  humor, tone down  

       your presentation in content and especially facial expressions and body  

       language. 

 

8.  If you are unsure whether a certain story or joke would be APPROPRIATE,  

                       check it out with a leader in the group which will hear. 

 

9.  WATCH  other people succeed or fail in using humor - ask why it worked or 

       didn’t work. 

 

10.  PRACTICE  your stories with you spouse, friends, and other who will listen. 

Have them watch for timing, order, details, in the story, facial 

expression, voice inflection, and body movement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


